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Oh, Kwan Young. “Revisiting Coherent Relationships between Bases and Suffixes through Stress 
Change: -ate and -al.” Studies in English Language & Literature 43.4 (2017): 273-293. The purpose of 
the study is to identify what stress changes occur in -ate and -al suffixation in terms of aspects of 
strength relations through making a comparison between rule-based approaches and constraint-based ones. 
These suffixes perform dual functions: -ate belongs to Class I (Lee 1996), but plays a role as a 
stress-bearing or stress-neutral suffix in its specific context where it is affixed; -al is classified into either 
Class I or Class II, but oscillates between stress-neutral and stress-shifting modes in suffixation. Therefore, 
first we reclassify the suffixes according to their characteristics in stress-modes. Next, we examine the 
stress change through rule-based analyses (Ross 1972, Liberman and Prince 1977, Burzio 1994), and then 
account for it by adopting constraint-based approaches based on the foot structures. As a result, it is 
demonstrated that the approaches relying on the constraints are more satisfactory in explaining the stress 
change as well as the strength relations between the bases and the suffixes in suffixation. (Chonnam 
National University)
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I. Introduction 

The systematic classification of affixes was begun by Siegel (1974), whose 
division of affixes was based on affix ordering and stress. However, when we 
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explore the studies associated with the classification of affixes, they were not 
transparent and thus have been a deep concern to many researchers. Let us consider 
a few cases regarding the affix division. First, suffixes were grouped into three 
modes by the segmental conditions between the primary stress and the secondary 
stress: Weak, Strong, and Long (Liberman and Prince (1977)); Second, suffixes were 
categorized as consonant-initial or vowel-initial classes due to their phonological 
effects in word formation (Raffelsiefen 1998); Third, suffixes were grouped into two 
classes of Class I (stress-sensitive suffixes) and Class II (stress-neutral suffixes) (Lee 
1996). As for the suffixes in Class I, Lee (1996) divided them into three types 
according to their stress patterns: Type A is suffixes in which stress falls on the 
penult if it is heavy, but on the antepenult if the penult is light; Type B is suffixes 
in which stress always falls on the stem final syllable; Type C is suffixes in which 
stress falls on the initial syllable of the suffix (Lee 1996:23, 24); Fourth, affixes 
were classified by the parsability between bases and affixes on the basis of corpus 
study (Hay 2002); Fifth, due to the fact that suffixes determined the stress change 
of bases, the suffixes were classified into three types: stress-bearing(SB), 
stress-neutral(SN), and stress-shifting(SS) suffixes (Yavaş 2011). Thus, if we 
integrate the classification of the suffixes considered above, we can represent the 
relationships between bases and suffixes as follows:

(1)

                        

In fact, when we look into the relationships between bases and suffixes, the 
objects of the studies suggest other theoretical approaches or make out segmental 

        Suffixes

   Class I     Class II

    SS    SB    SN
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characteristics (Chapin 1970, Ross 1972, Liberman and Prince 1977, Halle and 
Mohanan 1985, Borowsky 1986, Fabb 1988, Goldsmith 1990, Booij and Lieber 
1993, Burzio 1994, Pater 1995, Raffelsiefen 1998, Hay 2002, Plag 2002, Oh 2003).

In this study, we will consider the relationship between bases and suffixes from 
a somewhat different angle. That is, we assume that there are competitive relations 
in strength between bases and suffixes through stress change in suffixation. For 
example, if we observe suffixation in contáinment, the stress in the base contáin is 
preserved after adding the suffix ment. We can regard such a case as the base being 
stronger than the suffix in terms of strength. That is, it corresponds to a 
stress-neutral case. On the other hand, let us see suffixation in the case of 
àccusátion. Although the stress in the base accúse is located on the second syllable, 
when the suffix -ation is added to the base, the primary stress in the base is shifted 
to the suffix. As for this, we can view it as the suffix being stronger than the base 
in strength relations. That is, it coincides with stress-shifting case. 

However, there are instances in which suffixes behave on both sides depending 
on the specific environments in the stress change aspects. For example, considering 
arríve→ arríval, the stress in the base is preserved, and, as seen in contáinment, 
this can also be regarded as the base being stronger than the suffix -al 
(nominalizing). This is neutral with regard to stress change. But in the case of 
médicine→medícinal, the stress in the base is shifted from the first syllable to the 
second syllable after adding the suffix -al (adjective forming). This is opposite to 
arríval in strength relations, and it is consistent with a stress-shifting case. 
Therefore, we should view the -al as exhibiting a dual nature in strength relations 
through stress change, since, although the suffix seems to be the same, the suffix as 
in the two cases referred to above virtually includes two different types. 

As another example, we will ponder over the suffix -ate, since, although it seems 
to be just one suffix, in fact, it is classified into two separate groups. If we see 
ádvocate (N), the stress in the base is preserved in suffixation, so the suffix in this 
case is a stress-neutral one with the base having superiority in strength relations. 
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However, in the case of ádvocàte (V), even though the primary stress stays on the 
same syllable in the base in suffixation, the suffix -ate also has relative strength as 
the secondary stress in the suffix itself. The suffix in this case goes with a 
stress-bearing one. 

As a consequence of considering some suffixes in strength relations through stress 
change, we need to review some suffixes again and reclassify them depending on 
stress-modes and stress-types. Regarding suffix classification, it is well known that 
the suffixes in Class I are stress-sensitive and stress-determining ones, while the 
suffixes in Class II are stress neutral ones. As mentioned above, however, one suffix 
(-al) is classified into both types, and the other suffix (-ate) belongs to Class I, but 
in fact, it is divided into two different stress-modes because of separate 
characteristics. 

Now, we will reclassify some suffixes, which are collected from such previous 
studies as Lee (1996), Hay (2002), Yang (2009), and Yavaş (2011), according to 
their suffix-types and stress-modes, as in (2). In the stress-modes, we subdivide them 
into stress-bearing-type 1 and stress-bearing-type 2. Since we assume that 
stress-bearing-type 1 is mainly related to the suffixes that attract the primary stress 
to the suffix themselves (e.g. Japán→Jàpanése), while stress-bearing-type 2 is 
concerned with the suffixes that have the secondary stress as a result of suffixation, 
such as -ate(verb), -oid, -ize, -ship (Liberman and Prince 1977, Fudge 1984, Burzio 
1994).

In this study, based on the classification in (2), we will consider only -ate and -al 
among suffixes which have dual characteristics in strength relations through stress 
change at their specific environments. For this, first, we will look over previous 
rule-based analyses with regard to those suffixes, discuss their problems, and then 
account for the stress change in terms of aspects of strength relations between the 
bases and the suffixes by adopting constraint-based approaches.
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           suffix type
 stress mode Class I Class II

stress-shifting
-al(adjective forming), -ic, -ous, 
-ity, -ify, -y(nominalizing)

stress-bearing
type 1 -ee, -ese, -ette,  -ation, -aire, ition

type 2  -ate(verb), -oid -ize, -ship

stress-neutral

-al(adjective forming),
-ate(noun/adjective),
-ant, -able, -ive, -er(comparative), 
-ory(noun/adjective)

-al(nominalizing) 
-ty, -ment, -dom, -y(adjective 
forming), -er(nominalizing), -ful, 
-ness, -less

(2) Suffix reclassification 

II. Review of previous analyses and their problems

2.1 Rule-based analyses of -ate  

When we observe the adjective form álternate[ɪt], the noun form ádvocate[ɪt], and 
the verb form álternàte[eyt] ending with the suffix -ate, even though the suffix with 
an identical constituent is added to the bases, the stress pattern varies in each form. 
That is, the adjective-forming or the noun-forming -ate is usually pronounced as [ɪt] 
or [ət]1 and the stress in the base is preserved, whereas the verb-forming -ate is 
always pronounced with a full vowel like [eyt] and it also has the secondary stress 
on itself. As we see above, the suffix behaves differently, being either the 
stress-bearing-type 2 or the stress-neutral. Some pairs of words to be considered with 

  1 Some nouns (candidate, cognate, probate) are pronounced like the verb-forming suffix, but we 
regard them as monomorphemes. Since they have no counterparts in verbs from the etymology 
dictionary, and also although they are the same on the surface form (-ate), they are different in the 
stress aspects with the -ate of advocate in both a verb and a noun.
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regard to -ate are as follows:

(3) a. affíliate (N)       b. affíliàte (V)
ádvocate (N) ádvocàte (V)
consíderate (A) consíderàte (V)
certíficate (N) certíficàte (V)
désignate (A) désignàte (V)
móderate (A) móderàte (V)

  
Now, let us examine some previous rule-based approaches with respect to the 

-ate. Regarding the stress placement of adjectives, Ross (1972) viewed adjectives as 
having the same stress pattern as nouns. The adjectives he referred to include: 
áccurate, íntricate, ádequate, óbstinate; ímpudent, pátient, sálient; stágnant, 
prégnant, árrogant; cópious, prévious, sédulous; quotídian, pérmian, ripárian. 
However, as he admitted, these words are not derived from adding the suffixes. 

(4) a. V→ [+stress]/____ Co(W) / ____   V   Co ] N

                                     -tns       

   b. All adjectives ending in   V    [-obs]  
     -tns     s     are stressed by rule (a).

               (n)t   
      All others receive final stress. 

  To account for the stress patterns of these words, he suggested one generalization 
for the stress of adjectives by adopting the SPE (70) rule-based method, as in (4) 
(Ross 1974:262). The context to apply the main stress rule of (4a) requires the final 
vowel of an adjective to be lax. Otherwise, the final vowel has the main stress as 
in (4b).
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However, there are some problems in the rules. First, the rules are confusing in 
their application for either nouns or adjectives, by not mentioning the final VCo 
string which was left out from consideration. Second, instead of the main stress of 
SPE, he suggested a different version of the stress rule like the weak cluster 
(Co(W)), which was intended to account for the placement of stress in verbs, such 
as édit, eráse, tormént. But his version rather causes the rule application to be very 
complicated in the cases of adjectives, by not giving any information about the 
double application in the rule convention as in (4a). Third, if we apply the rule (4) 
to affiliate (V) in (3b), the verb forming -ate is a tense vowel like erase and thus 
this rule results in *affíliáte, since the vowel of the suffix is not lax. Fourth, it 
cannot provide any information for the relationships between the base and the suffix 
in stress change. In addition, such an approach is applicable only to adjectives, but 
not to verbs. 

Next, we will consider the approach of Liberman and Prince (1977), who had 
concerns about what the next stress was determined by after the application of the 
English Stress Rule (ESR). They insisted that there were three modes in which the 
stress was differently assigned to a syllable in suffixation: the Weak, the Strong, and 
the Long mode. In these modes, the stress placement of each mode was determined 
by the quantity and the number of syllables away from suffixes. Therefore, they 
called each mode the Retraction rule. But we review only the Weak and the Strong 
mode, because the two modes are related to -ate. 

Let us see the Weak mode exemplified by the suffix -oid, which is classified into 
a stress-bearing suffix. If we examine the words pyrámidoid, hóminoid; ellípsoid; 
líthoid (Liberman and Prince 1977), we find that, in pyrámidoid and hóminoid, the 
stress is placed on one syllable away from -oid, since the intervening syllables in 
these words are light. In ellípsoid, however, the syllable before the suffix is heavy, 
so that the stress falls on the heavy syllable (-líp-). But in the case of líthoid, there 
is just a single syllable preceding -oid. Accordingly, for this, they insist that the 
stress is placed on the syllable before -oid whether it is heavy or light. The rule of 
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the Weak Retraction is as follows:

(5) V→ [+stress]/____ Co (Ṽ (C))    V
                              [+stress]

As for the Strong mode, Liberman and Prince mainly dealt with some verbs 
ending in–ate, such as oríginàte, manípulàte, cónfiscàte, sálivàte, rótàte, etc. 
Considering the stress before -ate in these words, it is observed that first, the stress 
usually falls on not more than one syllable away from the -ate. Second, the 
intervening syllables do not need a heavy syllable like -pu-, -fis-. Finally, the stress 
falls on the antepenultimate syllables, except for the words like rótàte. Accordingly, 
they suggested the Strong Retraction as in (6). 

 
(6) V→ [+stress]/____ Co (V Co)    V
                              [+stress]

However, we can find some shortcomings in their arguments. First, the rule 
application is ambiguous for the -ate verbs, especially concerning the examples 
presented in (3b), since the rule (5) above can also be applied to the verb forms 
ádvocàte, certíficàte, etc. Second, the two rules do not play any role on the 
placement of the stress shown in (3a). Furthermore, if we see an example désignàte, 
unlike their expectation, the stress is not placed on the syllable -sig- despite a heavy 
syllable2. Therefore, their rules cannot give an account of the example. Third, their 
approach only represents the stress placement to a syllable in suffixation, but cannot 
give us any information about the strength relations between the base and the suffix 
through stress change. That is, in their application, we cannot see what tendency the 
suffix has in stress change. 

  2 Liberman and Prince (1985:276) regarded words like demarcate, incarnate as an exception to the 
Strong mode, because the heavy syllables in the middle receive the stress.
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Next, we will look over Burzio’s (1994) approach, which is mainly concerned 
with the stress preservation of the base. His arguments for -ate are based on Fudge’s 
(1984) suffix classification methods, but they are different from Fudge’s analyses in 
that he accounts for stress change through foot structures. Fudge had classified 
suffixes into five types3 according to the locations of the main stress from a suffix. 
As for this, Burzio regarded -ate as Pre-stressed 1/2(P-1/2) or Pre-stressed 2(P-2) 
class, and also viewed Liberman and Prince’s Strong Retraction as the same pattern. 
However, Burzio metrified P-2 having a full foot, (a:te) F, but P-1/2 as a foot 
fragment, a)te F. If we represent the noun and verb forms of advocate with Burzio’s 
claim, they can be shown as in (7), and both (7a) and (7b) follow P-2 pattern.

(7) a. ádvocate (N) → (ádvoca)te
b. ádvocàte (V) → (ádvo)(cà:te) 

Before discussing the suffix -ate, we will consider what Burzio’s claim is based 
on foot structures. In viewing examples, her(máphro)(dì:te) or her(máphrodi:)te 
given by Burzio (1994:206), the secondary foot ((dì:te)) in her(máphro)(dì:te) has 
the weak foot because he assumes the null vowel (ø) at the word-final. On the other 
hand, in her(máphrodi:)te, as we see, it includes a ternary foot (σLσ), since 
according to him, the final segment is not parsed into the foot like extrametricality. 
In either case, we can see that the metrification brings the primary stress to two 
syllables away from the suffix.  

Burzio’s approach is to identify the foot structures of the suffix that come with 
the preservation of the primary stress, not the suffix itself, such as suffix types or 
stress modes. Although Burzio did not mention the stress-neutral mode of -ate 

  3 With respect to suffix-types, Fudge (1984) grouped them into the following: Pre-stressed 1 
(anantámic), Pre-stressed 1/2 (paréntal, medícinal), Pre-stressed 2 (delíberàte), Pre-stressed 2/3 
(héliograph, larýngograph), and Auto-stressed (racketéer). Also, he regarded all the types as non-stress 
neutral suffixes, but, in -ate, the stress mode is partly different from this study as seen in (2).
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(noun/adjective), we will account for the stress change associated with the suffix 
through the foot structure similar to Burzio’s. 

However, the feet structures in an -ate (verb) and an -ate (noun/adjective) are 
different from Burzio’s. In the case of the -ate (verb), it is classified into the 
stress-bearing type 2 as seen in (2) and has the stress in suffixation since the -ate 
of the verb is a diphthong [ey] and so is a heavy syllable. The reason why we 
regard the syllable as heavy is based on Yavaş (2011:150), who insists that a 
syllable is heavy if it includes a diphthong with or without a following coda. 
Therefore, we can assume that the -ate of verb forms a foot by itself. On the other 
hand, in the case of the -ate of noun/adjective, the syllable has a lax vowel like the 
final syllable in vénison (Ross 1972:232), and has no stress. Accordingly, it can be 
treated as a dactylic foot like (ádvocate) (Raffelsiefen 1998), but we view it as a 
trochaic foot. 

When we consider the stress of the suffix -ate, which is associated with syllable 
weight within a foot structure based on Burzio, we face a problem in 
*desígnate/desígnàte of (3). Since, in fact, although -sig- is a heavy syllable, the 
stress is not placed on the syllable, but rather on the first syllable. For this reason, 
Burzio (1994:294, 295) suggests a generalization that the normal pattern of the stress 
for the suffix, as with nouns or adjectives, is heavy-penultimate or antepenultimate, 
such as de(génera)te, al(térna)te, con(súmma)te, a(pósta:)te, and in(cárna)te. 

However, regarding some verbs or nouns which were previously treated as 
exceptional, he now claims that they are out of the generalization, since the syllables 
in the middle of those words are the same heavy-penultimate, but the stress is on 
the antepenultimate4. Accordingly, he insists that, in such a case, it can be 
represented as the foot structure corresponding to verb -a:te: (álterna)te, 
(cónsumma)te, (cóndensa:)te, and (désigna)te5. But there are some problems in his 

  4 Regarding the reason for not having the stress on the heavy-penultimate, Burzio (1994:211, 295) 
puts three conditions: i) when it is closed by sonorants, ii) not in second position (ele(phánti:)ne, iii) 
closed by geminates ((cónsumma)te).
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explanation. First, there is no consistency in metrification, particularly between the 
antepenultimate analysis above and the former insistence (P-2) concerning verb 
forms, even though all are based on the foot structures of the suffix ((a:te), a)te). 
Second, in the case of designate, he does not give a concrete explanation for the 
reason why the stress does not occur on the heavy syllable (-sig-). Indeed, he 
acknowledges that it is exceptional. Third, we cannot find any source dealing with 
the strength relations between the base and the suffix through stress change.

2.2 Rule-based analyses of -al 

The suffix -al is classified into Class I and Class II as seen in (2). Even though 
the suffix in Class I is subdivided into stress-shifting and stress-neutral cases, the 
suffix is usually attached to nouns, forming adjectives as in (8a), while the suffix in 
Class II is often attached to verbs, so that the verbs become nouns (Yang 2009), as 
in (8b). 

(8) a. máxim-máximal b. arríve-arríval
  práctice-práctical    refúse-refúsal
  séason-séasonal    dismíss-dismíssal

However, when we look into the examples in (8a, b) in the stress aspects, 
although Class I suffixes are usually stress-sensitive and Class II ones stress-neutral, 
no stress change occurs in either of the cases in suffixation. Therefore, Yavaş (2011) 
has regarded the suffix -al as a stress-neutral one like Siegel (1974). 

On the other hand, there are some examples stress change occurred, even though 
the suffix in those examples is the same Class I suffix as with (8a). The examples 
are given as in (9). 

  5 As for adjective désignate, -ate is pronounced either [ɪt] or [eɪt], but we regard [ɪt] as the more 
general one ([dézɪgnɪt]) (Longman Dic. 2009). Burzio cites only the example in reference to the stress 
of the heavy syllable.
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(9) áccident-àccidéntal frágment-fragméntal
párent-paréntal régiment-règiméntal
áutumn-autúmnal

Unlike (8a), all bases in (9) undergo stress change by adding the suffix -al and 
also, in the grammatical category of the bases, the nouns are transformed into their 
adjective counterparts. Therefore, we come to know that the suffix -al behaves 
differently in the classification of Class I/Class II as well as even within Class I. 

Concerning the placement of the stress in adjectives, Ross (1972) accounted for 
the stress change through the rule of (4). His insistence on the stress change stands 
on syllable weight preceding the suffix. The adjectives ending in monosyllabic 
suffixes, such as -al, -ous, and -ant which include a lax vowel, show a similar 
pattern to nouns as we see in (10) (Ross 1972:232). 

(10) a. vénison b. horízon c. phlogíston
 América            aróma   Aláska

As for those nouns ending in weak clusters, he claims that the stress in (10a) is 
on the antepenult, and in (10b, c), on the penult. That is, if the penult is light, the 
stress falls on the antepenult, but if heavy, on the penult. For adjectives, he presents 
some words, such as pérsonal, collóidal, and placéntal, which are paralleling (10a), 
(10b), and (10c), respectively. In line with this, Yavaş (2011:167) describes the 
placement of the stress regarding the suffix -al through syllable weight. That is, if 
the syllable immediately before the suffix is heavy, the stress is on the syllable, as 
in refúsal, accidéntal. However, if the syllable in question is light, the stress falls on 
the antepenult such as máximal, práctical. 

However, the problems with the Ross rule seen in (4) are as follow. First, it does 
not consider the suffix itself at the rule (4b), only providing the contexts for the rule 
application. Thus, it cannot catch the strength relations between bases and the suffix 
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through stress change. Second, it does not give us the reason why the stress moves 
in the case of the penult which is not heavy.      

Regarding the Weak and Strong modes of (5) and (6) that were introduced by 
Liberman and Prince (1977), we cannot apply the rules to the examples as in (8) 
and (9). This is because the two modes presuppose that the suffix is stress-bearing, 
but the -al as seen in (8) and (9) does not have the stress which is prerequisite in 
the rule application.

In short, with respect to the suffixes -ate, -al, the previous explanatory methods 
mainly deal with the stress placement in suffixation, and consequently, these 
analyses do not give us any information about the suffix characteristics. Furthermore, 
they do not provide an explanation of the reason why the stress change happens in 
each suffixation. Now, in this study, we try to account for the stress change through 
a foot structure within the constraint-based framework. With respect to -al, we will 
consider it in the stress-shifting and stress-neutral aspects, without considering the 
grammatical categories of its bases.  
 

III. Constraint-based approaches

3.1 Analyses of -ate 

Let us consider the stress change in -ate suffixation on the basis of 
constraint-based approaches. The well-known foot types in English are generally a 
trochee-left headed foot (háppy) or an iambic-right-headed foot (arríve). This can be 
captured by the following constraint FIT-BIN: 

(11) FIT-BIN: Feet are binary at some level of analysis (μ, σ). (Pater 1995)

With regard to the noun ádvocate in (3a), as we mentioned earlier, the syllable of 
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ádvocate(N) TROCHEE NON-FIN FIT-BIN PARSE-SYL PARSE-SEG

a. (ádvocate) *! *
b. (ádvoca)te * *!
☞c. (ádvo)cate * ***

the -ate in the noun has a lax vowel and no stress. As a result, we can treat it as 
a foot-like (ádvo)cate, and due to the preference for a foot to be initial and trochaic 
in the prosodic word(Prwd), the following constraints are required: 

 
(12) a. TROCHEE: Feet are trochee.
    b. PARSE-SEG: Segments are parsed by feet.
    c. NON-FIN: The head of the Prwd must not be final.
    d. PARSE-SYL: Syllables are parsed by feet. 

The requirement that the foot be trochaic in the noun ádvocate is expressed in the 
TROCHEE constraint. NON-FIN is highly ranked in order to keep metrical structure 
away from the final edge of the Prwd. As illustrated in tableau (13) below, the 
NON-FIN dominates FIT-BIN to edge out the candidates (a) and (b) that have a 
dactylic foot. Also all syllables are forced to be parsed by feet, which is stated as 
the constraint PARSE-SYL, and it is ranked lower than FIT-BIN. In addition, the foot 
forces all segments to be parsed within a foot, which is enforced by PARSE-SEG. The 
constraint is also ranked lower than FIT-BIN to rule out an unparsed segment. The 
ranking of all the constraints in reference to (ádvo)cate is illustrated in tableau (13), 
and the candidate (c) is chosen as an optimal one since it satisfies high ranked 
constraints. Accordingly, we can account for the reason why the noun ádvocate has 
the foot structure like (ádvo)cate. 

 (13) ádvocate (N)→(ádvo)cate

 
In the noun ádvocate, even though the suffix (noun) is stress-neutral as seen in 

(2), we can view it as a case in which the pivot of strength relations between the 
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ádvocàte(V) LEFTMOST TROCHEE PARSE-SYL   NON-FIN

a. ad(vocáte) *! * * *
b. (ádvo)cate *!
☞c. (ádvo)(càte) *

base and the suffix is inclined to the base as if the base is stronger than the suffix 
in terms of strength, so that the noun ádvocate builds the trochaic foot like 
(ádvo)cate. 

Next, let us turn to the verb ádvocàte (V) as the second word in the pair. In the 
case of the verb, we have previously assumed that since the final syllable of the 
verb is heavy due to the diphthong, it is possible for the final syllable to form a 
foot by itself. In fact, the heavy syllable consists of two moras: (σH)→(μ μ). 
Therefore, ádvocàte (V) can be represented as (ádvo)(cà:te). From these feet, 
however, we need a constraint which requires the head of a foot to be initial in the 
Prwd, which is stated as in (14) and the constraint should be undominated. 

(14) LEFTMOST: Align (Head-Ft, L, Prwd, L) (Kager 1999)
   

The ranking among all the constraints concerning ádvocàte (V) is shown as in 
tableau (15), and the candidate (c) is chosen as an optimal one despite the violation 
of the low ranked constraint NON-FIN. 

(15) ádvocàte (V)→(ádvo)(cà:te)

Next, we will consider the case of désignate (A)-désignàte (V), but examine only 
the verb désignàte, because the adjective is almost along the same line as ádvocate 
(N). When we look into the verb désignàte, as mentioned by Burzio (1994), we 
must prove the reason why the syllable -sig- is heavy but not stressed. For this, a 
constraint that a heavy syllable is stressed is required, which is stated as in (16a). 
In addition, the preference for feet to be initial in the Prwd is interpreted as 
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désignàte(V) LEFTMOST TROCHEE PARSE-SYL WTS ALL-FT-LEFT

☞a. (désig)(nàte) * **
b. (désig)nàte *! *
c. de(sígnate) *! * * *
d. (desíg)(nàte) *! **

ALL-FT-LEFT (Kager 1999:157), which is ranked lowest. 

(16) a. WEIGHT-TO-STRESS (WTS): Heavy syllables are stressed.
    b. ALL-FT-LEFT: Every foot stands at the left edge of the PrWd. 

The foot structure of the verb désignàte should be not (desíg)(nàte) but rather 
(désig)(nàte), since the foot in (désig) consists of a trochee and the suffix -ate in 
(nàte) has the secondary stress. Additionally, it comes to avoid the stress clash 
between the second syllable (-sig-) and the third one (-nate).

In the case of the second foot (nàte), it follows the assumption of the study that 
if the final syllable of the verb is heavy due to a diphthong, it can build a foot by 
itself. However, despite the fact that -sig- is a heavy syllable, the syllable is not 
stressed, so that it violates the constraint WTS that a heavy syllable is stressed. 
Thus, the ranking of all the constraints considered above to account for (désig)(nàte) 
is illustrated in tableau (17). 

(17) désignàte (V)→(désig)(nàte)

As seen in tableau (17), although the candidate (a) violates low ranked WTS and 
ALL-FT-LEFT, it is chosen as an optimal one. Therefore, we can clearly account for 
the reason why -sig- is a heavy syllable but not stressed through the constraint-based 
analysis. On the other hand, in the case of (désig)(nàte), we can view it as the case 
that even though the primary stress stays on the same syllable in the base, the suffix 
as in (nàte) has relative strength by the secondary stress. That suffix corresponds to 
the stress-bearing one.  
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refúse-al STRESSIDENT TROCHEE PARSE-SYL ALIGN-FT-LEFT

a. (réfu)sal *! *
☞b. re(fúsal) * *
c. (réfusal) *!

3.2 Analyses of -al 

Let us see some examples discussed in previous rule-based analyses through 
constraint-based approaches. First, taking into account refúse→refúsal in (8b), the 
suffix does not cause the stress change despite transforming the verb to its noun 
counterpart, thus it is stress-neutral. For the stress-preservation of the base, it needs 
a constraint that requires the stress preservation of the base, which is stated as (18).

(18) STRESSIDENT: If α is stressed, then f (α) must be stressed. (Pater 1995)6.

It is the high-ranked constraint, since the stress of the base is preserved as we see 
in refúse→refúsal. We also need the constraint TROCHEE, due to the fact that (fúsal) 
in re(fúsal) consists of a trochaic foot. In addition, syllables are forced to be parsed 
by feet, which is enforced by PARSE-SYL. Accordingly, the ranking of the constraints 
are as STRESSIDENT >> TROCHEE >> PARSE-SYL >> ALIGN-FT-LEFT. As we see tableau 
(19), candidate (b) is chosen as the optimal one despite violating the low-ranked 
ALIGN-FT-LEFT. Therefore, we can account for the reason why the stress in refúse→
re(fúsal) is neutral without relying on the complex rule.

(19) refúse+al→re(fúsal)

  
Regarding máxim→máximal in (15a), this forms just a trochaic foot structure in 

suffixation. It is forced to keep metrical structure away from the final edge of the 
Prwd, which is stated as NON-FIN. The constraint is ranked higher than FIT-BIN to 

  6 In this paper, we follow Pater’s (1995) forms assuming that bases as inputs are stressed.
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 máxim-al STRESSIDENT TROCHEE NON-FIN FIT-BIN ALIGN-FT-LEFT

☞a. (máxim)al
b. ma(xímal) *! * *
c. (máximal) * *

rule out the candidate (c) that has a dactylic foot. The constraints are ranked in 
order as STRESSIDENT >> TROCHEE >> NON-FIN >> FIT-BIN >> ALIGN-FT-LEFT, as in 
tableau (20).  As we see in the tableau (20), candidate (a) is chosen as the optimal 
one without violating any constraints. As a result, we can simply show the reason 
why the stress is neutral in máxim→(máximal). 

(20) máxim+al→(máximal)

Also, we can view re(fúsal) and (máximal) just as the case that the base is 
stronger than the suffix in terms of strength, based on the fact that the stress is 
neutral in the suffixation.

Next, let us turn to the other case in which stress change occurs in suffixation. 
In médicine→medícinal, the stress of the base is not preserved by adding the suffix 
to the base. The stress moves rather close to the suffix. Therefore, the stress change 
requires a constraint that the head of the foot is final in PrWd, which is stated as 
in (21). 

(21) RIGHTMOST: Align (Head-Ft, R, PrWd, R) (Kager 1999:167)
     The head foot is rightmost in PrWd.

But it is ranked higher than STRESSIDENT which requires the stress preservation of 
the base, because the stress change happens in suffixation. Therefore, the ranking of 
all the constraints for me(dícinal) is in order as RIGHTMOST >> STRESSIDENT >> 
TROCHEE >>FIT-BIN>>ALIGN-FT-LEFT, as in tableau (22).  
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 médicine-al RIGHTMOST STRESSIDENT TROCHEE FIT-BIN ALIGN-FT-LEFT

☞a. me(dícinal) * * *
b. (médi)cinal **!
c. (médicin)al *! *

áccident-al RIGHTMOST STRESSIDENT TROCHEE WTS ALIGN-FT-LEFT

a. (ácciden)tal *! *
b. acci(déntal) * * **
☞c. (àcci)(déntal) * **

(22) médicine+al→me(dícinal)

As seen in the tableau (22), although candidate (a) violates the low-ranked 
STRESSIDENT and FIT-BIN, it satisfies the highest-ranked RIGHTMOST. Thus, it is chosen 
as an optimal one.  

Finally, let us consider such a case in which stress is located on a heavy syllable 
immediately preceding -al (Yavaş 2011). For example, in áccident→àccidéntal of (9), 
-den- in àccidéntal is a heavy syllable. Accordingly, the stress of áccident is shifted 
to -den- in suffixation, so that (déntal) constitutes a trochaic foot, while the stress in 
the syllable ácci- remains as the secondary stress like (àcci). Thus, àccidéntal results 
in the feet structures (àcci)(déntal). The ranking of constraints is in order as 
RIGHTMOST >> STRESSIDENT >> TROCHEE>> WTS >> ALIGN-FT-LEFT, as in tableau (23).

(23) áccident+al→(àcci)(déntal)

As seen in tableau (23), candidate (c) is chosen as being optimal despite violating 
low-ranked WTS and ALIGN-FT-LEFT. Thus, without relying on the complex rule 
discussed above, we can neatly account for the stress change occurring in áccident→
àccidéntal by adopting the constraint-based approaches. However, as seen in both 
me(dícinal) and (àcci)(déntal), the stress of the base has moved close to the suffix.7 
Therefore, we can view them as a case in which the suffix is stronger than the base 
in terms of strength between the two constituents. 

  7 Regarding extrametricality of -ate/-al, it is based on the foot structures of stressed syllables.
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IV. Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to examine the stress change which occurs in -ate 
and -al suffixation with rule-based methods and then account for the problems in 
their analyses more clearly through constraint-based approaches. For this, first we 
reclassified suffixes according to their characteristics in stress-modes. It is known 
that the suffixes in Class I are stress-sensitive and the ones in Class II stress-neutral. 
However, in the case of -ate and -al, in fact they behave differently against each 
traditional suffix-group. Even though -ate belongs to Class I, it is divided into a 
stress-bearing and stress-neutral suffix depending on the specific context in which it 
appears. As for -al, although classified into both Class I and Class II, it behaves 
either stress-neutral or stress-shifting in suffixation. Next, with respect to the 
relationships between the bases and the suffixes, we assumed that there were 
competitive relations in strength between bases and suffixes, which were represented 
through stress change in suffixation. Regarding the stress change of those suffixes, 
we first examined the previous analyses (Ross 1972, Liberman and Prince 1977, 
Burzio 1994), and then accounted for those problems clearly by adopting the 
constraint-based approaches through the foot structures. However, we felt the need 
for a further study to deal with the stress change that can be raised when the 
suffixes considered combine with the other affixes.
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